
A REVIEW OF THE AYOTZINAPA INCIDENT AND ITS IMPACT IN MEXICO

The incident is arguably the most notorious in Mexico's recent history. On the night of 26 September , students from the
Ayotzinapa rural A Massacre in Mexico by Anabel HernÃ¡ndez review â€“ the truth on the 'disappeared'? There is, she
argues, a sense within the global news media and its.

But the government vastly overestimated their reach and power in order to justify repression. They refused,
however, to allow the independent experts to complete a second investigation, denying them interviews with
military officials and federal police and engaging in what the GIEI described as a campaign of harassment and
intimidation. When the fire had gone down, the suspects threw dirt in to cool the pit. Local groups "committed
themselves to support the fundamental goal of providing a platform for the parents in the United States and
assumed the organizational and financial responsibility for the Caravan. We take a look at a horrifying
sequence of events that has shocked even this most brutalized of nations. The movement began and has
continued to be run through social media outlets like Facebook and Twitter. The army and police did not cease
firing into the crowd until hours after the initial shots, killing anywhere from to 2, students the exact number is
still unknown. It was her misfortune that she was good-looking and ambitious. When they pulled into town it
was already dark, and raining. In states like Guerrero the soft dictatorship was not so soft. His wife, on the
other hand, showed her disdain for law enforcement. The Interdisciplinary Group of Independent Experts GIEI
also found that, despite rumours in the press, there was no evidence that any of the students had ties to
drug-trafficking gangs. Many Mexicans assume that the cartels work hand in hand with the government, at
local, state and even federal level. Accounts of the attorney general casually sending orders to destroy the lives
of people he must have known had nothing to do with the crime make for excruciating reading. According to
this account, the students had planned to interrupt or demonstrate at the event, and the mayor and his wife had
given orders for them to be intercepted and handed over to a local drug gang with which they were supposed
to have ties. The team left Mexico early in  Student activists accused authorities of illegally holding the
missing students, but Guerrero authorities said that none of the students were in custody. That the Mexican
state apparatus is infiltrated by narcos is both rumour and fact. Often times, the Mexican government and its
officials have reacted violently and oppressively to nonconformists. Others believe there may be a link
between the students' disappearance and a speech given by the wife of Iguala's mayor on the day of the
clashes. In total the protest group had numbered around ; 40 more people were wounded and six others were
left dead in incidents that followed the direct aftermath of the attempted commandeering of the buses, which
began at around p. The attack was blamed on the inhabitants of the Tepito Neighborhood, although teachers
blamed the Federal Government. A group of them left the buses and started throwing rocks at a police car that
had blocked their path until the car drove away. Thiers is a struggle of the dynamics of power. They then
placed the remains in eight plastic bags and dumped them in the San Juan river in Cocula, reportedly on orders
from a man known only as "El Terco". The way that protesters are vilified by the Mexican government is
egregious, its reasons even more so when we look at its history of repression.


